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Abstract

We study stable allocations in an exchange economy with indivisible goods.

The problem is well-known to be challenging, and rich enough to encode fun-

damentally unstable economies, such as the roommate problem. Our approach

stems from generalizing the original study of an exchange economy with unit

demand and unit endowments, the housing model. Our first approach uses

Scarf’s theorem, and proposes sufficient conditions under which a “convexify

then round” technique ensures that the core is nonempty. The upshot is that

a core allocation exists in categorical economies with dichotomous preferences.

Our second approach uses a generalization of the TTC: it works under general

conditions, and finds a solution that is a version of the stable set.

1 Introduction

Economists have a good understanding of stable allocations in discrete exchange

economies under some popular, but very special, assumptions. The literature with
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quasi-linear preferences, or transfers, is highly developed. Almost everything we know

about discrete exchange economies is in the literature on auctions and pricing, under

the assumption of quasi-linear preferences. The literature refers to these models as

markets “with money,” and money is ubiquitous in mechanism design.1 Without

transfers, most progress is limited to models of unit demand; the so-called housing

market of Shapley and Scarf (1974).2 The general discrete multi-good allocation

problem is, however, known to be very difficult. The present paper is an attempt at

furthering our understanding of this difficult problem.

The discrete exchange economy is important to understand for conceptual and

theoretical reasons, and because it covers important practical applications. First,

theory. The exchange economy is our most basic model of trade, in which agents’

motives for mutually advantageous trade are captured. The model is very well un-

derstood (and taught to every student of economics) under the technical assumption

of infinitely divisible goods. Indeed, in an economy with infinitely divisible goods,

standard assumptions of convexity and continuity suffice to establish the existence

of various solution concepts (see chapters 15-17 in Mas-Colell et al. (1995)). Many

important questions about the structure of equilibria, connection between different

solution concepts and their welfare implications, as well as the scope of general equi-

librium theory, are all well understood. Without the assumption of infinitely divisible

goods, much less is known about the basic model of exchange. So we think that it

is conceptually very important to better understand models of discrete multi-goods

markets. Put simply (if dramatically): The profession’s understanding of markets

and exchange is limited by the extent of our understanding of the general model with

indivisible goods.

Pure theory aside, some important applications rely on a better understanding of

the general discrete exchange economy. Perhaps the most glaring class of applications

1The concept of money is often misunderstood. Of course, actual economies feature money, but
in the models with transfers, money is treated as a consumption good, and one that enters utility
linearly. It is not paper money, which typically needs some sort of trading friction to have value.
Money as consumption good should be thought of as a summary of consumption in the rest of the
economy; and even under this interpretation, the quasi-linear assumption rules out risk aversion
and income effects.

2We focus on one-sided, object allocation, models. Not on two-sided markets.
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are multi-item auctions for agents that are not risk-neutral over monetary transfers.

The most successful practical application is probably to course bidding: Krishna

and Ünver (2008); Sönmez and Ünver (2010a), Budish and Cantillon (2012), Budish,

Cachon, Kessler, and Othman (2017), and Othman et al. (2010).3

1.1 Overview of results

The thrust of our paper is to propose sufficient conditions that ensure the existence of

some notion of stability in discrete multi-good exchange economies. The question of

the existence and structure of competitive equilibria is obviously important, but not

the focus of our paper. We deal exclusively with game-theoretic bargaining paradigms

(within discrete exchange economies) and discuss variations of core stability.

Our analysis is based on the two techniques that Shapley and Scarf (1974) used to

prove the nonemptiness of the weak core in the housing market. The first technique

establishes that the housing market reduces to a non-transferable utility (NTU)

cooperative game satisfying Scarf’s balancedness condition (Scarf (1967)), implying

a nonempty weak core. The second technique, Gale’s Top Trading Cycles (TTC)

algorithm, constructs a core allocation. We generalize the TTC algorithm to discrete

exchange economies.

Using Scarf’s theorem, we first establish conditions under which a randomized

allocation is stable: what we call the random core. The random core is of independent

interest, and comprises allocations that would be stable, were it not for the discrete

nature of our model. In the housing model, Shapley and Scarf show that the random

core allocation may be “rounded” so as to obtain a core allocation. We show that

the same rounding technique is not viable in a general exchange economy, but that

under some added assumptions, there is a rounding algorithm that delivers a core

allocation.

The upshot is that the core in categorical discrete economies is nonempty. Goods

3An auction is a special case of a discrete exchange economy in which a special agent (seller) is
endowed with items and all other agents are endowed with (discrete) money. A course allocation
is also an exchange economy if different groups of students are prioritized by different courses by
seniority and majors.
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are grouped into categories, and agents may consume at most one good of each

category: The house-car-boat model, to use the language of Moulin (2014). Agents

have additively-separable and dichotomous utilities over categorical consumption.

Under these assumptions, Theorem 1 states that the weak core is nonempty. The

proof proceeds by showing that the random core is nonempty, and that our rounding

algorithm constructs a core allocation starting from a random core allocation.

Our second technique is based on a generalization of the TTC algorithm, using

the ideas in the Tarski-algorithm that has been applied extensively in the literature

on stable two-sided matchings. First we verify that, when applied to a standard

housing model, our algorithm replicates the TTC (actually iteration by iteration)

and finds a weak core allocation. Then we consider its behavior in a general discrete

exchange economy. We propose a “locally absorbing set” with the idea that a block

to an allocation in the set would trigger a sequence of forward-looking blocks that

would end with a (possibly different) allocation in the same set. The set of all

allocations is already locally absorbing, so we find a minimal locally-absorbing set.

1.2 Related Literature

Shapley and Scarf (1974) introduce the model of a housing market, which has been

studied very extensively. It is a special case of our model, when agents have unit

demands and are endowed with a single good. Their existence proof relies on Scarf’s

sufficient condition, but they note that a simpler and constructive argument is pos-

sible by means of TTC algorithm. The literature following up on Shapley-Scarf, and

analyzing the housing market, is huge. Roth and Postlewaite (1977), for example,

discuss the differences between strong and weak blocks, and clarify the relation be-

tween the core of the housing market and the competitive equilibrium allocations.

Ma (1994) and Sönmez (1999) study the incentive properties of core allocations.

Sönmez and Ünver (2010b) and Roth, Sönmez, and Ünver (2004) apply the model

in practical market-design settings.

The literature on discrete exchange economies is also significant. With no pre-

tense of going through an exhaustive review, we can mention that Henry (1970) is
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mainly focused on the existence problems for competitive equilibrium. He shows

that, unless very restrictive assumptions are imposed, an equilibrium is not going to

exist. A number of papers seek to overcome these negative results by considering

discrete economies in which there exists one perfectly divisible good, a numeraire:

Perhaps the first paper in this setting is Mas-Colell (1977), who proposes a model

in which he can show the existence of competitive equilibria. Quinzii (1984) shows

that the core is nonempty in a housing model with unit demand, as well as proving

a core equivalence theorem. Svensson (1983), also imposing unit demand, obtain

the existence of allocation with various equilibrium and normative properties. More

recently, Baldwin, Edhan, Jagadeesan, Klemperer, and Teytelboym (2020) exhibit a

connection between a model with transferable utility, and a general model of a mar-

ket with income effects, which allows them to obtain equilibrium existence results.

And Jagadeesan and Teytelboym (2021) proves the existence of quasi-equilibrium

allocations, which are then exploited to show that the set of stable allocations is

nonempty.

Another line of attack has focused on large economies: keeping the number of

goods fixed, while letting the number of agents grow large. See Starr (1969) and

Dierker (1971). Mas-Colell (1977) works in the continuum limit (and also, in fact,

assumes a perfectly divisible good). More recently, Budish (2011) considers discrete

markets and shows that existence and incentive properties are alleviated when the

number of agents is large. See also Budish, Cachon, Kessler, and Othman (2017) for

a real-world implementation of these ideas to course bidding in business schools.

The model of a categorical economy that we cover in Section 3 is introduced by

Moulin (2014), who presents as an open question the determination of whether the

core is empty. Konishi, Quint, and Wako (2001) provide an answer in the form of a

non-existence example (we revisit this example in Section 3). Our contribution is to

find sufficient conditions on a categorical economy, namely dichotomous preferences

for each category of good, under which the core is nonempty.4 Closer in spirit to

4Preferences are dichotomous when an agent views each object as either acceptable or unaccept-
able. Dichotomous preferences are subsumed by lexicographic preferences. Notable applications
are compatibility-based organ or blood exchange models (Roth et al., 2004; Han et al., 2022).
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our exercise, Sikdar et al. (2017) provides a lexicographically separable preference

assumption, for the nonempty core. We assume dichotomous preferences over in-

dividual items, while some studies assume dichotomous preferences over bundles to

obtain a nonempty core (Ergin et al., 2017; Nicolo et al., 2019). Dichotomous, tri-

chotomous, and even m-chotomous preferences over bundles have been considered

in the design of mechanisms that satisfy incentive and efficiency properties (Sonoda

et al., 2014; Aziz, 2020; Manjunath and Westkamp, 2021; Andersson et al., 2021).

If we think of blocks as objections, our locally absorbing set has a flavor of the

bargaining set (Aumann and Maschler (1964)), which comprises allocations for which

any objections are subject to counterobjections. There are several different variations

on the notion of a bargaining set, such as Mas-Colell (1989) and Zhou (1994). There

are known, general, game-theoretic existence results, such as those of Peleg (1967)

in the setting of transferable utility, and Peleg (1963) or Vohra (1991) for games

without transfers. Our model does not satisfy the assumption in these papers: we

do not have transferable utility, nor are the convexity assumptions in Peleg (1963),

or the balancedness condition of Vohra (1991), satisfied. We also want to emphasize

the algorithmic and constructive nature of our existence result for the absorbing

set, while the existing literature often uses non-constructive, topological, fixed-point

arguments.

2 Model

An economy is a tuple E = (O, {(vi, ωi) : i ∈ A}) in which

• O is a finite set of objects ;

• A is a finite set of agents ;

• each agent i ∈ A is described by a utility function vi : 2
O → R ∪ {−∞} and a

nonempty endowment ωi ⊆ O, with O = ∪iωi and ωi ∩ ωj = ∅ when i ̸= j.

We allow utilities to take on the value −∞ in order to encode agents’ consumption

space through the domain of the utility function. For example, we may consider a
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shoe economy in which agents desire a pair of left and right shoes. The set of objects

when we have three pairs of shoes is: O = {ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, r1, r2, r3}, where ℓi is a left

shoe and ri a right one. Now we can say, for example, that vi({ℓ1, r2}) = 10 >

7 = vi({ℓ3, r1}), while vi({ℓ1, ℓ2}) = −∞ says that consuming two left shoes is not

allowed in the model.

More conventionally, the housing model of Shapley and Scarf (1974) is a special

case of our model. Suppose that O = {hi : i ∈ A} contains exactly one house hi

for each agent i in A; suppose that ωi = {hi}, so that i owns the ith house, and let

vi(X) = −∞ when X is not a singleton subset of O.

The following definitions are standard: An allocation in the economy E is a

pairwise-disjoint collection of sets of objects {Xi : i ∈ A} with the property that

∪iXi ⊆ O. A nonempty subset S ⊆ A is termed a coalition. For a coalition S,

an S-allocation is a pairwise-disjoint collection of sets of objects {Xi : i ∈ S} with

the property that ∪i∈SXi ⊆ ∪i∈Sωi. We think of an allocation as the outcome of

exchange among the agents in the economy, and of an S-allocation as the outcome

of exchange among the members of the coalition S.

Aside from their use in describing feasible consumption, utility functions sum-

marize agents’ ordinal preferences. Given an allocation X = {Xi : i ∈ A}, we say

that the coalition S weakly blocks X if there exists an S-allocation {X ′
i : i ∈ S} with

vi(X
′
i) ≥ vi(Xi) for all i ∈ S, and vi(X

′
i) > vi(Xi) for at least one i ∈ S. In contrast,

S strongly blocks X if there exists an S-allocation {X ′
i : i ∈ S} with vi(X

′
i) > vi(Xi)

for all i ∈ S.

The weak core of the economy E is the set of allocations that are not strongly

blocked by any coalition, while the strong core is the set of allocations that are not

weakly blocked.

Our first example illustrates the difference between the weak and the strong core,

and shows how the strong core may be a proper subset of the weak core, even with

strict preferences.

Example 1 (Weak core ̸= strong core with strict preferences). Consider a shoe econ-

omy with three agents: A = {1, 2, 3} and endowments ωi = {(ℓi, ri)}, i ∈ A. Assume

ordinal preferences as follows:
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Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

(ℓ2, r3)
X (ℓ3, r1)

X (ℓ1, r2)
X,Y

(ℓ3, r1)
Y (ℓ2, r3)

Y (ℓ3, r3)

(ℓ1, r1) (ℓ2, r2) · · ·
· · · · · · · · ·

The table describes the relevant parts of each agent’s ordinal preference, or ranking,

over sets of objects. Agents have no indifferences. The table uses superscripts to

identify two allocations. The first allocation is X1 = (ℓ2, r3), X2 = (ℓ3, r1), and

X3 = (ℓ1, r2). The second is Y1 = (ℓ3, r1), Y2 = (ℓ2, r3) and Y3 = (ℓ1, r2). It is easy to

see that the strong core consists only of allocation X, while the weak core contains

both. Key here is that, in using X to block Y , agents 1 and 2 need to trade items

that belong to agent 3, which requires 3’s “permission.” A weak block only requires

3’s weak preference for them to grant permission, while the strong block insists on a

strict preference.

Example 1 suggests that the weak core can sometimes be too large. To address

this issue, some studies have proposed refinements (Balbuzanov and Kotowski, 2019;

Yılmaz and Yılmaz, 2022). However, our paper addresses the opposite problem: the

weak core is frequently too small, if not completely empty. Our second example

exhibits a shoe economy with an empty weak core.

Example 2 (Empty weak core in a shoe economy.). A = {1, 2, 3} with endowment

{(ℓi, ri)}i=1,2,3. Assume preferences such that

Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

(ℓ1, r2)
X (ℓ2, r3)

Y (ℓ1, r3)
Z

(ℓ3, r1)
Z (ℓ2, r1)

X (ℓ3, r2)
Y

(ℓ1, r1)
Y (ℓ2, r2)

Z (ℓ3, r3)
X

· · · · · · · · ·

The table depicts the bundles that each agent regards as at least as good as their

endowment, and exhibits three allocations by means of superscripts. For example,
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the allocation {X1, X2, X3} = {(ℓ1, r2), (ℓ2, r1), (ℓ3, r3)} results from agents 1 and 2

trading right shoes, while agent 3 consumes her endowment.5

Now it is easy to verify that the weak core is empty. The allocation X is blocked

by agents 2 and 3, using the allocation Y (in fact, using a {2, 3}-allocation). The

allocation Y is blocked by agents 1 and 3 using the allocation Z, which is in turn

blocked by agents 1 and 2 by means of allocation X.

Some of our results will involve limits on the size of the possible blocking coali-

tions. An allocation is pairwise stable if it is individually rational and not strongly

blocked by any coalition of size two. The motivation for considering such laxer sta-

bility concepts is that it may be difficult for agents to coordinate blocks among large

coalitions. Pairwise stability is the most basic collective bargaining model, focusing

on the smallest possible non-trivial blocking coalitions.

When we want to talk loosely, and informally, about allocations that are robust

to blocking by some family of coalitions, we shall simply call them stable.

The problem we are facing is, in a sense, harder than the roommate problem, for

which stable allocations are known not to exist. We may interpret the trades between

pairs of agents in Example 2 as pairs in the roommate problem. No configuration

of pairwise trades, translated into a configuration of couples and singles, is stable.

For example, if agent 1 pairs up with 2, and leaves agent 3 “single,” (consuming

their endowment) then 2 and 3 can block by pairing up instead. Stability in the

roommate problem is famously challenging, and the logic behind the non-existence

of stable outcomes in the roommate problem is the same as in our “shoe economy”

example. This means that the model of a discrete exchange economy is rich enough

to encode some of the best-known examples of instability in game theory.

Ehlers (2007), Mauleon et al. (2011), and Ehlers and Morrill (2020) consider

versions of the von-Neumann-Morgenstern stable sets in assignment problems. Stable

sets are also an area of interest for the discrete economies that we consider in our

5Trading of right and left shoes might suggest a version of the TTC for each type of shoe.
Example 2 shows that this approach does not work. It does not produce a core allocation, even
for economies with additively-separable preferences over shoes (Konishi et al. (2001); Biró et al.
(2022); Feng and Klaus (2022)).
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paper. Example 2 shows that the stable set can be empty. If we focus on individually

rational allocations, we see that the endowments and three alternative allocations

{X, Y, Z} should be considered. The three allocations are cyclically blocked by each

other: X is blocked by Y , which is blocked by Z, and in turn by X. If a stable

set includes allocation X, then it must include the allocation Z to satisfy external

stability. This, however, violates internal stability. So one would have to impose

additional assumptions in order to obtain the existence of a stable set.

3 Core in a categorical economy

In light of our previous discussion and examples, it seems impossible to obtain a

general existence result for the core. The model is arguably rich enough to replicate

any problematic behavior that can be exhibited in a NTU game — such as the non-

existence of stable outcomes in the roommate problem. The situation is, however,

not hopeless. There is space to add structure in ways that can ensure existence. We

propose sufficient conditions on the primitives of an economy that allow us to prove

the existence of stable outcomes.

Towards a formulation of sufficient conditions, it is useful to recall the arguments

that Shapley and Scarf (1974) use for the housing model. Shapley and Scarf use

two very different arguments to show that the weak core is nonempty in the housing

model: Gale’s TTC algorithm and Scarf’s theorem on the core of NTU games. The

TTC obtains a core allocation constructively for the housing model, but extending

the algorithm to a more general environment poses a challenge, because the algorithm

only allows for the trading of the same number of items among agents at a time. In

a general exchange economy, a core allocation might involve an agent giving one

item to another while receiving multiple items from different agents. We turn to a

generalization of TTC in Section 4. Instead, the focus in the current section is on

sufficient conditions that allow us to use Scarf’s theorem to show the existence of

nonempty weak core. To this end, we first review Scarf’s theorem and discuss its

application to the housing model.
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3.1 Scarf’s theorem.

Given an economy E = (O, {(vi, ωi) : i ∈ A}), we define a NTU game (A, V ) by

defining the set V (S) ⊆ RA for each nonempty S ⊆ A to be the set of all vectors

u ∈ RA for which there exists an S-allocation {Xi : i ∈ S} with ui ≤ vi(Xi) for

i ∈ S. Lastly, we let V (∅) = {0}.
A family of subsets of A, denoted by S, is said to be a balanced collection of

coalitions if there exist non-negative weights (δS)S∈S such that∑︂
{S∈S:S∋i}

δS = 1 for all i ∈ A.

A NTU game (A, V ) is balanced if for every balanced collection of coalitions S and

u ∈ RA,

u ∈ ∩S∈SV (S) =⇒ u ∈ V (A).

Lemma 1 (Scarf (1967)). A balanced NTU game has a nonempty weak core.

Shapley and Scarf (1974) show that the NTU game defined by the housing model

is balanced, and therefore has a nonempty weak core. Their proof consists of two

key steps: first, they establish a fractional allocation that attains “target utilities.”

Then, in the second step, they round the fractional allocation to obtain an integral

allocation, while preserving the agents’ target utilities.

It helps to discuss this proof approach in more detail, as we propose a way to

generalize it to a multi-item model. Let S be a balanced collection of coalitions with

weights (δS)S∈S . We regard any u ∈ ∩S∈SV (S) as target utilities. Notice that each

S ∈ S has an S-allocation {Xi : i ∈ S} such that vi(Xi) ≥ ui for i ∈ S. So the

target utilities are achieved in trades within the coalitions that make up the balanced

collection.

Given such coalition-specific allocations, we may consider a candidate economy-

wide allocation by using weights (δS)S∈S and calculating a weighted average. Let PS

be a |A| × |O| matrix describing the S-allocation {Xi : i ∈ S} so that PS(i, j) = 1 if

agent i receives object j and 0 otherwise (for simplicity, suppose that each agent in
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S receives one object in the S-allocation). Then,

P =
∑︂
S∈S

δSPS

is a “fractional” economy-wide allocation.6 If P (i, j) > 0, then PS(i, j) = 1 for some

S ∈ S, so agent i obtains at least the target utility ui from object j.

We may interpret P as random allocation: by the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem,

the matrix P can be written as a lottery over assignments of objects to agents. In

a model that allows random allocations, and where agents have expected-utility

preferences for lotteries over objects, each PS could represent a random allocation

for coalition S, ensuring the target expected utility ui for agent i ∈ S. Then P

represents a random allocation ensuring the target expected utility ui for agent i ∈ A,

establishing u ∈ V (A). According to Shapley and Scarf (1974), the first step would

already establish that the NTU game is balanced. There is a nonempty weak random

core.

In a discrete allocation problem, however, random allocations are not allowed.

We must round the fractional matrix P to obtain a deterministic allocation that

ensures that agents obtain their target utilities. This is the second step in Shap-

ley and Scarf (1974). Rounding is easy for the housing model. According to the

Birkhoff–von Neumann Theorem, P can be expressed as a weighted average of in-

tegral matrices, and by inspecting the proof of this theorem one can see that target

utilities are preserved. Thus, there is a deterministic allocation with a matrix P such

that, if P (i, j) = 1, then P (i, j) > 0, which implies that agents attain their target

utilities. Thus, u ∈ V (A); so the game is balanced, and the weak core is nonempty

by Lemma 1.

6Here is a proof: An agent i receives an object if i ∈ S, hence
∑︁

j P (i, j) =∑︁
S∈S;S∋i δS(

∑︁
j PS(i, j)) = 1. Similarly, an object j is allocated to an agent when the owner

of j, say i′, is in S, so
∑︁

i P (i, j) =
∑︁

S∈S;S∋i′ δS(
∑︁

i PS(i, j)) = 1.
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3.2 Additively separable preferences

A natural extension of the housing model is the categorical economy (a “house-car-

boat economy”). An economy E = (O, {(vi, ωi) : i ∈ A}) is categorical if there

exists a number K of categories of objects and sets of objects Ok, for each category

k ∈ {1 . . . K} so that agents has a unit demand in each category. There are no

restrictions on the endowments (for example, one agent could be endowed with all

objects in one category).

As mentioned in the introduction, Moulin (2014) proposes the model of a cate-

gorical economy, and leaves open the question of whether the core is empty. But a

left-right shoe economy is a special case of a categorical economy, and we observed in

Example 2 that the weak core in a shoe economy may be empty. Our goal is to find

conditions on preferences such that the NTU game defined by a categorical economy

is balanced, and therefore has nonempty weak core.

Recall our discussion of Shapley and Scarf (1974). We shall mimic the approach

that they pursue. First we consider the possibility of a nonempty weak random core.

It turns out that additively separable preferences ensure that there is a random core

allocation. Then we turn to a rounding algorithm that will produce a non-random

core allocation out of the random core allocation. This second step, we shall see,

requires further assumptions on agents’ preferences.

For nonempty S ⊆ A, a random S-allocation σS is a probability distribution (a

lottery) over S-allocations. We assume that agents have a von-Neumann-Morgenstern

expected utility, which we also denote by vi(σS). A coalition S strongly blocks a ran-

dom allocation σ if there exists a random S-allocation σS such that vi(σS) > vi(σ)

for all i ∈ S. The weak random core is the set of random allocations that are not

strongly blocked by any coalition S.

The random core of a categorical economy may still be empty. In Example 2, with

two categories (left shoes and right shoes), suppose that each agent’s vNM utilities

are 3, 2, and 0 for the three acceptable pairs, respectively, and that they receive a

utility of −∞ for any unacceptable pair. A random allocation with a probability

distribution (pX , pY , pZ) over the three individually rational allocations must satisfy
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the following inequalities. For agent 1: pX · 3 + pZ · 2 + pY · 0 ≥ 2, for agent 2:

pY · 3 + pX · 2 + pZ · 0 ≥ 2, and for agent 3: pZ · 3 + pY · 2 + pX · 0 ≥ 2. Adding up

both sides of these inequalities results in 5 ≥ 6. So the random core is empty.

Given the message of the shoe economy in Example 2, we must further strengthen

the assumptions we have placed on preferences. We consider utilities that are addi-

tively separable over categories. Each agent i is endowed with a utility vki : Ok → R

for each category k such that vki (∅) = 0; and vi(Xi) =
∑︁

k v
k
i (Xi ∩ Ok). Here we

adopt the convention that vki (Xi ∩ Ok) = maxo∈Xi∩Ok vki (o) if there is some object

o ∈ Xi ∩Ok with vki (o) > 0, and 0 otherwise.

Proposition 1. A categorical economy with additively separable utilities has nonempty

weak random core.

Proof. The proof is an application of Lemma 1. Consider the NTU game (A, V ) such

that for nonempty S ⊆ A, V (S) ⊆ RA is the set of u ∈ RA for which there exists a

random S-allocation σS with ui ≤ vi(σS) for i ∈ S.

Let S be a balanced collection of coalitions with weights (δS)S∈S so that
∑︁

{S∈S:S∋i} δS =

1. Take any u ∈ ∩S∈SV (S). For each S ∈ S, there is a random S-allocation σS such

that vi(σS) ≥ ui for i ∈ S. The random S-allocation σS defines a |A|× |O| fractional
matrix PS such that PS(i, j) is the probability that object j is allocated to agent i.

We may write PS by collecting the columns that correspond to goods of the same

category: PS = [P 1
S |P 2

S | . . . |PK
S ], with each P k

S being a fractional allocation of objects

of category k.

Finally, P =
∑︁

S∈S δSPS. Observe that P = [P 1|P 2| . . . |PK ], where each P k =∑︁
S∈S δSP

k
S . Just as in the proof of Lemma 1, we may apply the Birkhoff-von Neu-

mann theorem and interpret each P k as a random allocation, a lottery over economy-

wide assignments of category-k objects to agents. Then, P can be written as the

product of the lotteries P 1, P 2, . . . , PK .
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Since agents’ vNM utilities are additively separable across categories,

vi(P ) =
∑︂
k

⎛⎝ ∑︂
oj∈Ok

vi(oj)P
k(i, j)

⎞⎠ =
∑︂
k

∑︂
oj∈Ok

vi(oj)
∑︂

{S∈S:S∋i}

δSP
k
S (i, j)

=
∑︂

{S∈S:S∋i}

δS

⎛⎝∑︂
k

∑︂
oj∈Ok

vi(oj)P
k
S (i, j)

⎞⎠ =
∑︂

{S∈S:S∋i}

δSvi(σS)

≥ ui.

Hence, u ∈ V (A). Thus the game (A, V ) is balanced, and the weak random core is

nonempty.

3.3 Dichotomous preferences.

A categorical economy with additively separable preferences has a nonempty random

core. Unfortunately, the (deterministic) weak core can still be empty. We proceed

with a counterexample.

Example 3. Consider an economy with K = 2 categories, in fact a left-right shoe

economy. Suppose that there are four agents with ordinal preferences given as follows:

(l4, r1) ≻1 (l4, r2) ≻1 (l1, r1) ≻1 ...

(l2, r1) ≻2 (l1, r1) ≻2 (l2, r3) ≻2 (l2, r2) ≻2 ...

(l3, r4) ≻3 (l3, r2) ≻3 (l4, r4) ≻3 (l3, r3) ≻3 ...

(l3, r4) ≻4 (l3, r3) ≻4 (l2, r4) ≻4 (l4, r4) ≻4 ...

This example coincides with Example 2.3 in Konishi et al. (2001), who show that

the weak core in this game is empty. We shall not prove this fact here, and instead

refer the reader to Konishi et al. for a proof. The point we do wish to make is that

the example is consistent with additively separable preferences.

The next table provides an additively separable utility representation:
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(vli, v
r
i ) Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3 Agent 4

(l1, r1) 1, 3 3, 5 0, 0 0, 0

(l2, r2) 0, 2 5, 1 0, 3 2, 0

(l3, r3) 0, 0 0, 2 5, 1 5, 3

(l4, r4) 3, 0 0, 0 2, 5 1, 5

For instance, agent 1’s ordinal preference (l4, r1) ≻1 (l4, r2) is represented by vl1(l4)+

vr1(r1) = 3 + 3 > vl1(l4) + vr1(r2) = 3 + 2.

Given Example 3, there is no hope of obtaining a nonempty core in the categorical

economy, even with additively separable preferences. The random core is nonempty,

but the rounding step in Shapley and Scarf (1974), allowing us to turn a random

core allocation into a deterministic core allocation, does not generalize. So we turn

to a further restriction on agents’ preferences: we consider dichotomous preferences.

In the context of a categorical economy with additively separable utilities, where

vi(Xi) =
∑︁

k v
k
i (Xi ∩Ok), dichotomous preferences mean that for each agent i, there

is a set of objects Gi such that vki (Xi∩Ok) = 1 if there is some object o ∈ Xi∩Ok∩Gi,

and 0 otherwise. Each agent classifies items as either “acceptable” or “unacceptable”

goods and evaluates a bundle based on the number of acceptable goods it contains,

counting at most one in each category.

A special case of our model is a “non-categorical” economy where each object

forms a separate category. Then an agent i’s utility from a bundle equals the number

of acceptable goods it contains: vi(Xi) = |Xi ∩Gi|. Models of markets and social

choice with dichotomous preferences have been studied quite extensively; see, for

example, Bogomolnaia and Moulin (2004), Bogomolnaia, Moulin, and Stong (2005),

and Aziz, Bogomolnaia, and Moulin (2019).

Theorem 1. A categorical economy with additively separable and dichotomous pref-

erences has nonempty weak core.

The proof can be found in Section A. Here we proceed to describe the main ideas

in the proof, and to explain how it follows along the lines of Shapley and Scarf’s

strategy for proving nonemptyness of the core in the housing model.
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Proposition 1 shows that the random core is not empty. Consider then a random

core allocation σ, and let ti be the floor of (the largest integer less than or equal

to) the expected utility vi(σ). We treat these integers (ti)i∈A as target utilities. The

main idea in the proof is to round σ so as to obtain a deterministic allocation X

such that vi(Xi) ≥ ti for i ∈ A. The allocation X must be in the (deterministic)

weak core: If X is blocked by a coalition S with a deterministic S-allocation (Yi)i∈S,

then vi(Yi) > vi(Xi) ≥ ti for i ∈ S. The utilities vi(Yi) must be integers, due to

the assumption of dichotomous preferences. Hence vi(Yi) ≥ ti + 1 > vi(σ) for i ∈ S,

contradicting the assumption that σ is a random core allocation.

3.4 The rounding argument.

Given our discussion so far, it should be clear that they key new idea in our result

is the rounding argument. Rounding here is much more involved than the argument

in Shapley and Scarf (1974) for the housing model. We explain the proof idea

for the special case in which each object forms a separate category (
⃓⃓
Ok

⃓⃓
= 1 for

k = 1, . . . , K), so vi(Xi) = |Xi ∩Gi| for i ∈ A. See Section A for a description of the

rounding algorithm in the general case.

Consider a random core allocation σ, and let ti be the floor of the expected utility

vi(σ). Without loss of generality, assume that target utilities satisfy ti ≥ 1 (the case

when ti = 0 may be dealt with trivially). The random allocation σ defines a |A|×|O|
matrix P such that P (i, j) is the probability that object j is allocated to agent i.

Observe that P has two properties:

1. Each row i sums up to at least ti ≥ 1.

2. Each column j sums up to at most 1.

We round P to obtain a deterministic allocation X such that vi(Xi) ≥ ti for i ∈ A.

Let B be any |A| × |O| matrix that satisfies these two properties. Say that an

entry bi,j is fractional if bi,j ∈ (0, 1).

A one is an entry bi,j = 1. Suppose that there is a row i that has less than ti

entries that are ones. Since row i adds up to at least ti, and no entry can be larger
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than one, there must exist a column j for which the entry bi,j ∈ (0, 1) is fractional.

Now there are two possibilities. Either bi,j is the only non-zero entry in column j,

or there is another row h with bh,j > 0. If the former case is true, we can increase

bi,j to one and still obtain a matrix that satisfies the two properties but has strictly

fewer fractional entries.

Suppose then that the latter case is true. Since bi,j > 0 and B satisfies property

(2), bh,j < 1. Now there are again two cases. Either there are th ones in row h, or

not. If there are already th ones in row h then, since bh,j is fractional, the columns

with ones cannot include j. So we can decrease bh,j without affecting the property

that the entries of row h sum up to at least th. We may then define the largest ε > 0

such that bi,j + ε ≤ 1 and bh,j − ε ≥ 0. Then replace bi,j with bi,j + ε and bh,j with

bh,j−ε ≥ 0. We obtain a new matrix that satisfies the two properties but has strictly

fewer fractional entries.

Finally, suppose that there are not th ones in row h. Given that row h adds up

to at least th, there must exist another fractional entry bh,l ∈ (0, 1). Starting from

bh,l ∈ (0, 1), repeat the argument above.

This procedure will either result in a new matrix that satisfies the two properties

and has strictly fewer fractional entries, or we will obtain a cycle (i1, j1), . . . , (iM , jM) =

(i1, j1) where

• bim,jm ∈ (0, 1) is fractional;

• each odd-numbered entry is in the same row as the next entry, and in the same

column as the preceding one.

Now we may add ε > 0 to each odd-numbered entry, and subtract ε from the following

entry in the cycle. This transformation will preserve the same row and column sums,

as we add and substract ε the same number of time for each row and column. Choose

the largest ε that ensures that each entry is in [0, 1]. This again results in a new

matrix that satisfies properties (1) and (2) and has strictly fewer fractional entries.

The argument we laid out implies that for any matrix satisfying (1) and (2), as

long as there is some row i that does not have ti ones, there is a new matrix that

satisfies properties (1) and (2) and has strictly fewer fractional entries. So there must
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then exist a matrix satisfying the two properties and where all rows have at least ti

ones. Finally, obtaining a deterministic allocation that achieves the target utilities

from this matrix is straightforward.

See Section A for the general rounding argument that we use to prove the theorem.

4 A generalization of the TTC algorithm

We propose an algorithm for the problem of finding stable allocations in discrete

exchange economies. Aside from desirable computational properties, the algorithm

has two advantages: When applied to the standard Shapley-Scarf model of a housing

market, it replicates the TTC and finds a weak core allocation (Section 4.1). In

general, the same algorithm finds, under certain conditions, a set of allocations that is

stable in a farsighted sense (Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). More specifically, the algorithm

constructs a set of allocations with the property that any blocking coalition would be

subject to a sequence of forward-looking (“farsighted”) blocks that would end with

another allocation in the set.

We impose additional conditions on utility functions. A utility function vi is in-

jective if Xi ̸= X ′
i implies vi(Xi) ̸= vi(X

′
i); and it is (strictly) monotone if Xi ⊊ X ′

i

implies vi(Xi) < vi(X
′
i). The property of injectivity corresponds to strict preferences,

and is very common in matching theory and the discrete assignment literature. Al-

lowing for indifferences presents problems, even in the simple housing market (Wako

(1991) shows that the strong core may be empty in the Shapley-Scarf housing model

when agents can be indifferent between different houses). The monotonicity assump-

tion as stated is actually stronger than needed. For example, for our purposes, we

may think of the housing model as having monotone utilities, even though it fails

the definition given above. The key assumption is monotonicity on the appropriate

domain of agents’ utilities. The housing model’s unit demand assumption violates

the definition of monotonicity, but such violation is immaterial for our purpose as

each agent obtains exactly one house in any individually-rational exchange. For

simplicity, however, we assume monotonicity on the full domain.

Let Ui = vi(2
O) be the set of all possible values that i’s utility can take. Since vi
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is injective, Ui is a finite set with cardinality 2O; in fact, each utility value ui ∈ Ui

may be identified with a bundle v−1
i (ui) ⊆ O.

We call a collection X = {Xi : i ∈ A} with ∪iXi ⊆ O a preallocation. A pairwise-

disjoint preallocation is an allocation. A preallocation X is individually rational if

vi(Xi) ≥ vi(ωi) for all i. A profile of utilities u = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ U = ×i∈AUi is

identified with a preallocation.

Given u ∈ U and k = 1, . . . , n, let

Bk
i (u) = {u′

i : ∃S-allocation X st |S| ≤ k, i ∈ S, vi(Xi) = u′
i

and for all j ∈ S \ {i}; vj(Xj) ≥ uj} .

Bk
i (u) denotes the set of utilities that agent i can achieve through a trade in a

coalition of size at most k, and that assures each of i’s trading partner j at least the

utility uj. Since i can form a coalition {i}, vi(ωi) ∈ Bk
i (u).

Now define a function Tk : U → U by (Tku)i = maxBk
i (u). We use the notation

Tku rather than Tk(u) for the values of the function Tk. In words, the function Tku

lets each agent i obtain the best possible utility that she can achieve by forming

a trade with at most k − 1 other agents, and by ensuring that each of her trading

partners enjoys at least the utility that they are guaranteed to obtain in the vector u.

Importantly, the vector u corresponds to a pre-allocation: it could be a “fantasy” in

which multiple agents consume the same goods. We shall see in Lemma 3, however,

that when there exist no indifferences due to injective utility functions, any fixed

point of Tk corresponds to an actual allocation.

In the following, we shall suppress the dependence of T on k in our notation. The

algorithm we are interested in consists of iterates of the function T , and so we shall

denote by Tm the composition of T with itself m times. Formally, the m-th iterate of

T is defined recursively by Tmu = T (Tm−1u) for m = 2, 3, . . . . The key observation

is that the function T is monotone decreasing, so that u ≤ u′ implies that Tu′ ≤ Tu.

In turn, this means that the composition of T with itself, T 2, is monotone increasing.

Tarski’s fixed point theorem therefore applies to the mapping u ↦→ T 2u.

Remark. For the left-right shoe economy in Example 2, the T -algorithm works as fol-
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lows. Let {0, 1, 2} be the utility representations of each agent’s three most preferred

left-right shoe pairs. In particular, u = (0, 0, 0) is the agents’ utilities from consuming

their endowments: vi(li, ri) = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3. Any agent i can find another agent,

say j, such that a pairwise exchange yields the utility of 2 for i, while agent j obtains

the utility of 1(≥ 0). It follows that Tu = (2, 2, 2), and T (2, 2, 2) = T 2u = (1, 1, 1).

A further applications of T obtain Tmu = (1, 1, 1) if m is an even number, and

Tmu = (2, 2, 2) if m is an odd number. Thus, (1, 1, 1) is a fixed point of T 2 and

(1, 1, 1) ≤ T (1, 1, 1) = (2, 2, 2).

4.1 Gale’s TTC algorithm

When applied to the housing market in Shapley and Scarf (1974), our algorithm

mimics the TTC, iteration by iteration.

Specifically, we consider a housing market {A,O = (hi)i∈A, (≻i)i∈A}. Let vi be

a utility representation of i’s preferences ≻i. Let u = (vi(hi))i∈A be defined by the

allocation in which each agent is consuming their own house.

We consider the function T : U → U defined above, allowing for coalitions of any

size (k = n). An iteration of T starts from the vector u ∈ U : Tmu, m = 1, 2, . . . .

Observe that u ≤ Tu. Since T is decreasing and u is the minimum individually

rational pre-allocation, u ≤ T 2u ≤ Tu. Then, as T is decreasing, Tu ≥ T 3u ≥ T 2u.

Subsequently,

u ≤ T 2u ≤ T 4u ≤ · · · ≤ T 3u ≤ Tu. (1)

We consider a version of TTC that clears all cycles in each round. We index each

round of TTC by r, and denote by Ar ⊆ A the set of agents who obtain their final

house in the r-th round of TTC. The next result states that the even iterations of

T mimic the different rounds of the TTC algorithm.

Lemma 2. ∀r = 1, 2, . . . and i ∈ Ar,

(T 2r−1u)i = (T 2ru)i = (T 2r+1u)i = . . . .

In words, agent i updates their expectation (fantasy) during the first 2r − 1
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iterations of T and learns that the last update is achievable after the 2r-th iteration.

Furthermore, the utility profile from the TTC allocation is a fixed point of T .

Remark. While there exists a literature on extending TTC, the primary focus has

been on achieving a strategy-proof mechanism with additional properties, such as

Pareto efficiency and individual rationality. Alcalde-Unzu and Molis (2011), Jaramillo

and Manjunath (2012), Aziz and De Keijzer (2012), and Saban and Sethuraman

(2014) have extended the TTC algorithm to a housing model allowing for indiffer-

ences. In addition, Pápai (2003), Pápai (2007), Todo et al. (2014), and Fujita et al.

(2018) consider trade mechanisms in a general discrete exchange economy. Our paper

does not aim to obtain a strategy-proof mechanism.

Instead, we extend the TTC algorithm to obtain allocations that satisfy some

notion of stability.

4.2 Fixed points of T and T 2

The formulation of the function T is inspired by similar constructions in the literature

on two-sided matchings.7 There the two-sided nature of the problem allows for the

existence of a fixed point of T , under standard assumptions on preferences. Trading

in our model is not two sided ; so there is no hope of replicating the ideas in the

two-sided models. Instead, we use an idea exploited by Roth (1975), Echenique and

Yenmez (2007), and Ehlers and Morrill (2020) to work with the fixed points of T 2.

The following result establishes the basic properties of the fixed points of T and

of T 2.

Lemma 3. Consider the function T : U → U as defined above (for an arbitrary

value of k).

• There exists u ∈ U such that u = T 2u, u ≤ Tu, and the preallocation defined

by u is individually rational.

7See, for example, Adachi (2000), Echenique and Oviedo (2004), Echenique and Oviedo (2006),
Fleiner (2003), Hatfield and Milgrom (2005), and Ostrovsky (2008).
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• If u = Tu, then the preallocation defined by u, namely {v−1
i (ui) : i ∈ A}, is an

allocation that is individually rational and not blocked by any coalition of size

at most k.

Remark. Conversely, if there is no restriction on coalition sizes (meaning k = n),

then u defined by any core allocation satisfies u = Tu. The proof is simple. Let

X be a core allocation and vi(Xi) = ui. Then, ui ∈ Bk
i (u) by definition of X, so

ui ≤ (Tu)i. However, ui < (Tu)i contradicts the individual rationality, or the no

blocking of the allocation X, so ui = (Tu)i. In general, if k < n, then u defined

by a core allocation may not satisfy u = Tu; the core allocation may require trade

between many agents.

A fixed point u of T 2 such that u ≤ Tu exists by Tarski’s fixed point theorem,

and the set of fixed points of T 2 is guaranteed to contain all fixed points of T (u = Tu

implies u = T 2u). A fixed point of T , however, may not exist. Then, a fixed point

of T 2 defines an allocation only for the coalition {i : ui = (Tu)i}.

Lemma 4. Take u such that u = T 2u and u ≤ Tu, and define A1 = {i : ui =

(Tu)i}. Then, the preallocation defined by {v−1
i (ui) : i ∈ A} is an A1-allocation: (1)

∪i∈A1v
−1
i (ui) = ∪i∈A1wi and (2) v−1

i (ui) ∩ v−1
i′ (ui′) = ∅ for i, i′ ∈ A1.

Remark. An algorithm exists that, with oracle access to T , finds a fixed point of

T 2 in time O(log|A| M), where M = max{|{Xi : vi(Xi) ≥ vi(ωi)}| : i ∈ A}. This

algorithm combines the standard idea of iterating the monotone increasing function

u ↦→ T 2u on the lattice U with binary search and is easily formulated given the recent

literature on finding a Tarski fixed point: see, for example, Etessami et al. (2020).8

4.3 Application (k = 2)

A fixed point u of T 2 always exists. Lemma 3 shows that if u is also a fixed point of

T , then there exists an allocation X with vi(Xi) = ui = (Tu)i, and X is unblocked

8The recent literature on finding a Tarski fixed point includes Dang et al. (2020) (in unpublished
work that was perhaps the first in proposing the combination of iteration and binary search), Chang
et al. (2008), Dang and Ye (2018), and Fearnley and Savani (2021).
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(by any coalition of size up to k) . However, a fixed point u of T 2 may not be a fixed

point of T . So, we consider a weaker solution concept than the core. We consider

whether there exists an allocation X such that vi(Xi) equals to either ui or (Tu)i for

i ∈ A, and explore whether the set of such allocations satisfies a stability property.

We will consider the function T : U → U when k = 2, and a fixed point u = T 2u

with u ≤ Tu. For any allocation X where vi(Xi) ≥ ui for all i, the gap Tu− u ≥ 0

serves as an upper bound on instability. If there exists a pairwise block of X by an

{i, j}-allocation (Yi, Yj), the utility gains are at most (Tu)i − ui and (Tu)j − uj.

Here is an overview of our approach. For agents in A1 = {i : ui = (Tu)i}, there
exists an A1-allocation defined by u (Lemma 4). For any other agent i ∈ A2 = {i′ :
ui′ < (Tu)i′}, the utilities ui and (Tu)i are obtained either from the consumption of

i’s endowment, or from a bundle obtained by a pairwise exchange with another agent

in A2. Thus, each agent i ∈ A2 has a unique “trading partner” j ∈ A2 such that

((Tu)i, uj) defines an {i, j}-allocation (Lemma 5). Subsequently, the agent j has a

unique trading partner k ∈ A2 such that ((Tu)j, uk) defines an {j, k}-allocation. It

follows that these agents are in a cycle i → j → · · · → i; and such cycles partition

A2.

For an illustration, suppose that an economy has 4 agents A = {i1, i2, i3, i4}.
Consider a fixed point of u = T 2u with u ≤ Tu, and in which all agents are in the

same cycle i1 → i2 → i3 → i4 → i1, as defined above. Then, the allocation Y defined

by ((Tu)i1 , ui2 , (Tu)i3 , ui4), and the allocation Z defined by ((Tu)i2 , ui3 , (Tu)i4 , ui1)

are such that every agent i obtains either ui or (Tu)i. (Note that we use injectivity

of utility to talk about allocations in goods or utility space interchangeably.)

If an {i, j}-allocation (Xi, Xj) blocks Y (so vj(Xj) > vj(Yj) ≥ uj), then the

utilities from blocking must be bounded above by Tu (vi(Xi) < (Tu)i and vj(Xj) <

(Tu)j). For otherwise, vi(Xi) > (Tu)i would contradict the definition of Tu, and

the equality vi(Xi) = (Tu)i holds only if vj(Xj) = uj (as explained above using

Lemma 4), but it would contradict vj(Xj) > uj. Thus, if there is blocking of Y , i2

and i4 must be the blocking agents. The blocking of Y leaves agents i1 and i3 to

consume their endowments, and results in the allocation (ωi1 , Xi2 , ωi3 , Xi4).

The blocking of Y is followed by a sequence of forward-looking blocks, resulting
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(Tu)i1 (Tu)i2 (Tu)i3 (Tu)i4

ui1 ui2 ui3 ui4

i1 i2 i3 i4

Figure 1: Each line represents a pairwise exchange yielding utilities u or Tu. Two
solid-line exchanges result in allocation Y , while two dashed-line exchanges result in
allocation Z.

in the allocation Z. For instance, the blocking by {i2, i4} is succeeded by another

blocking done by {i2, i3} and defined by ((Tu)i2 , ui3). The resulting allocation is

(ωi1 , (Tu)i2 , ui3 , ωi4). Subsequent blocking by ((Tu)i4 , ui1) yields another allocation:

(ui1 , (Tu)i2 , ui3 , (Tu)i4), which we have called Z.

Therefore, the allocation set {Y, Z} satisfies the following stability condition: any

block of an allocation in {Y, Z} is followed by a sequence of forward-looking blocks,

resulting in another allocation in the same set {Y, Z}. A set of allocations with this

property is termed locally absorbing. While the entire set of allocations is locally

absorbing, we identify a non-trivial locally absorbing set. A singleton set of a core

allocation is locally absorbing, as is a von-Neumann-Morgenstern’s external stable

set where any allocation outside the set has a blocking that results in an allocation

within the set.

A locally absorbing set may, in general, include more than two allocations. For

any even-length cycle C = {i → j → . . . , i}, there are two C-allocations, where

each i ∈ C receives either ui or (Tu)i. If agents in A2 are divided into two even-

length cycles, the locally absorbing set we construct would have four allocations. The

locally absorbing sets that we find are minimal, in the sense that a proper subset of

allocations is not a locally absorbing set.

Our arguments so far require all cycles to have even numbers of agents. We later

show that this condition of even length cycles holds for any 2-copy replica economy.
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We can extend our result to any replica economy with an even number of copies, and

we could formulate an approximation result to deal with odd copies, but we do not

work out the details of such a result here.

4.3.1 A locally absorbing set

As discussed above, the idea behind a locally absorbing set is that any blocking of

an allocation in this set is followed by a sequence of forward-looking blocks, resulting

in another allocation in the set. We now formalize this idea.

A coalition S ⊂ N blocks an allocation X if there exists an S-allocation (Yi)i∈S

such that vi(Yi) > vi(Xi) for all i ∈ S. The blocking by (Yi)i∈S defines a new

allocation Y in which: a member of the blocking coalition S gets Yi, the agents who

are not in S but were trading with an agent in S under X consume their endowments,

and the remaining agents receive the same as in X. In other words, Yh = ωh for

those agents h /∈ S who were receiving Xh through a T -allocation with S ∩ T ̸= ∅;
and Yh = Xh for all agents h /∈ S for whom Xh is obtained through a T -allocation

with S ∩ T = ∅.
An allocation Y is dominated by an allocation Z ̸= Y if there is a sequence of

allocations Z1, Z2 . . . , Zn such that:

1. Z1 = Y , Zn = Z, and

2. (∀m = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1)

• A coalition Sm blocks Zm, which results in Zm+1,

• Zm+1
im

= Zm+2
im

= · · · = Zn
im for all im ∈ Sm.

A collection of allocations S is locally absorbing if each X ∈ S is either unblocked

or any blocking results in an allocation dominated by one in S. We can similarly

define a pairwise locally absorbing set when only pairwise exchanges are allowed.

A locally absorbing set always exists. When the core is non-empty, any subset of

the core is locally absorbing. If the core is empty, the set of all allocations, or the

individually rational allocations, is locally absorbing. The reason is that blocking any
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allocation in the set results in another allocation that is dominated by yet another

allocation in the set. We are interested in minimal locally absorbing sets, and the

non-emptyness of the core yields the smallest possible such sets.

The question is whether a non-trivial (small) locally absorbing set exists, even

when the core is empty. One possibility is to construct a locally absorbing set

through an iterated elimination of allocations that do not dominate other allocations.

Initially, we restrict the set to individually rational allocations and then eliminate any

allocations that do not dominate any other allocation. Then we further eliminate

allocations that only dominate the allocations eliminated in the previous round.9

While repeating this procedure results in a smaller absorbing set, it can still be quite

large. Alternatively, we can begin with a singleton set of a core allocation or a vNM

stable set, both of which would be locally absorbing, but the core might be empty,

and a stable set may not exist. Therefore, we aim to explore a different construction

using a fixed point u of T 2 with the condition u ≤ Tu.

4.3.2 The construction of a pairwise locally absorbing set

We restrict attention to pairwise exchanges, and therefore consider the function

T = Tk : U → U with k = 2. Then we take a fixed point u of T 2 with u ≤ Tu, and

partition the set of agents such that A1 = {i : ui = (Tu)i} and A2 = {i : ui < (Tu)i}.
The preallocation defined by u (which is {v−1

i (ui) : i ∈ A}) is an A1-allocation

(Lemma 4). It remains to find an allocation for agents in A2.

Lemma 5. For any i ∈ A2 = {i : ui < (Tu)i}, there exists a unique agent j ∈ A2\{i}
such that ((Tu)i, uj) is an {i, j}-allocation, i.e., v−1

i ((Tu)i) and v−1
j (uj) partition

ωi ∪ ωj.

We consider a directed graph such that each agent is a node, and an agent i ∈ A2

has exactly one outgoing directed edge i → j, where j ∈ A2 is the agent identified

in Lemma 5. Thus when i ∈ A2 and i → j then ((Tu)i, uj) is an {i, j}-allocation.
When i ∈ A1, the graph features a self-loop, i → i.

9For the left-right shoe economy in Example 2, this construction obtains a minimal locally
absorbing set {X,Y, Z}.
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Let P be a partition of the set A2, defined by cycles in the graph. That means,

each partition set C = {i1, i2, . . . } ∈ P comprises agents in a cycle i1 → i2 → · · · →
i1, which subsequently means that, for example, ((Tu)i1 , ui2) is an {i1, i2}-allocation.

If a cycle C has an even number of agents, we may define two C-allocations

depending on whether the odd-numbered, or the even-numbered, agents get the

allocation that corresponds to Tu. Let Y C be a C-allocation with vi1(Y
C
i1
) = (Tu)i1 ,

and similarly for all odd-numbered agents, and vi2(Y
C
i2
) = ui2 and similarly for all

even-numbered agents. On the other hand, let ZC be a C-allocation with vi2(Z
C
i2
) =

(Tu)i2 and similarly for all even-numbered agents, and vi1(Z
C
i1
) = ui1 and similarly

for all odd-numbered agents. Note that the definitions of these allocations require

that C have an even number of agents.

If every cycle C ∈ P has an even number of agents, then we define a set of

allocations,

Fu = {X : Xi = v−1
i (ui),∀i ∈ A1, and XC ∈ {Y C , ZC},∀C ∈ P}. (2)

Proposition 2. Let u ∈ U be a fixed point of T 2 such that u ≤ Tu. Consider the

partition P of the set of agents A2 = {i : ui < (Tu)i}. If every cycle C ∈ P has an

even number of agents, then Fu is a pairwise locally absorbing set.

The process of constructing cycles to partition the set of agents coincides with

the approach in Tan (1991) to the roommate problem. From any fixed point u of T 2

alongside its image Tu (with u ≤ Tu), we identify for each agent i at most two trade

partners. We identify precisely one exchange per partner, yielding utilities ui or

(Tu)i. Thus by limiting exchanges to those yielding utilities u or Tu, we essentially

transform the original exchange economy into a roommate problem.

Tan (1991, Proposition 3.2) shows that, if all cycles with at least two agents have

even lengths, a roommate matching defined by the cycles is stable. The situation

is somewhat different in our model. There can be a blocking coalition {i, j} with a

{i, j}-allocation (Xi, Xj) such that ui < vi(Xi) < (Tu)i and uj < vj(Xj) < (Tu)j.

The exchange economy model in our paper is more general than a traditional room-

mate problem, as two agents can have many potential exchanges, resulting in utilities
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different from u or Tu. The Pareto frontier of achievable utilities by a pair of agents

may be non-trivial. This makes our problem quite different from Tan’s, and the use

of the T algorithm is crucial in our arguments.

Fortunately, when agents i, j block an allocation defined by cycles in P , their

utilities from blocking are strictly bounded above by (Tu)i and (Tu)j. This property

lets us identify a sequence of forward-looking blocks that lead to a different allocation

defined by the cycles. Even if a part of Tan’s result – no blocking – does not hold,

there still exists a sense of stability for the set of allocations defined by the cycles.

Proof. (Proof of Proposition 2) If all allocations in Fu are unblocked, the proof is

complete. Suppose agents i and j block an allocation X ∈ Fu with a {i, j}-allocation
(X ′

i, X
′
j). Let X be the resulting allocation after the block.

We observe that i ̸= j, because vi(X
′
i) > vi(Xi) ≥ ui ≥ vi(ωi). The allocation X

is individually rational, so it cannot be blocked by an agent alone.

First, note that i, j ∈ A2. Agent i can obtain at most (Tu)i if other agents’

utilities must be at least u. So, if i ∈ A1, then vi(X
′
i) > vi(Xi) ≥ ui = (Tu)i while

vj(X
′
j) > uj, which would contradict the definition of Tu.

Second, the utilities from pairwise blocks are strictly bounded above by Tu:

ui < vi(X
′
i) < (Tu)i and uj < vj(X

′
j) < (Tu)j. We already noted that vi(Xi) <

vi(X
′
i) ≤ (Tu)i. Since every agent obtains a level of utility either u or Tu in the

allocation X ∈ Fu, we have vi(Xi) = ui. A similar argument shows that vj(Xj) = uj.

Moreover, as the utility function vi is injective, agent i obtains (Tu)i only from a

pairwise exchange with a particular trading partner, say i′, where i′ obtains ui′ . The

exchange {X ′
i, X

′
j} is not such an exchange because vj(X

′
j) > vj(Xj) = uj. Thus,

vi(X
′
i) < (Tu)i. A symmetric argument shows that vj(X

′
j) < (Tu)j.

Next, we identify a sequence of pairwise blocks to X that ultimately leads to an

allocation in Fu.

Suppose that the blocking agents i, j ∈ A2 belong to two different cycles Ci, Cj ∈
P , respectively. We label agents in Ci such that agent i is numbered as i1 in the

cycle Ci = {i1 → i2 → · · · → in → i1}. Then, the odd-numbered agents in Ci obtain

the utility u in the initial allocation X, and the even-numbered agents in Ci obtain
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Tu. Moreover, in the allocation X resulting from the blocking of X by {i, j}, we
have

X i1 = X ′
i1
, X in = ωin , and X i′ = Xi′ for any other i′ ∈ Ci.

It remains true in X that odd-numbered agents in Ci obtain utilities strictly less than

Tu, and even-numbered agents in Ci obtain utilities equal to u, with one exception

of agent in who obtains vin(ωin) < uin .
10 We can then identify a sequence of blocks:

{in−1, in} blocksX so that they obtain ((Tu)in−1 , uin). If n = 4, 6, . . . (the even length

cycle Ci is longer than 2), then the agent in−2 is now left to consume her endowment,

so {in−3, in−2} blocks and obtain ((Tu)in−3 , uin−2). The sequence of blocks continues

until {i1, i2} blocks and increase their utilities from (vi1(X
′
i1
), vi2(ωi2)) to ((Tu)i1 , ui2).

In the end, the sequence of blocks results in a Ci-allocation, either Y Ci or ZCi as

defined above in Proposition 2. We omit a similar sequence of objections by agents

in the cycle Cj, ensuring the final allocation is in Fu.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the blocking agents i, j ∈ A2 are in the same

cycle C ∈ P . We number the agents in C = {i1 → i2 → . . . in → i1} such that i = i1.

Then, an agent i′ ∈ C is odd numbered if and only if vi′(Xi′) = ui′ . We observed

above that vj(Xj) = uj, so j must be an odd-numbered agent, say j = ik with an odd

number k. Then, we have two chains (instead of cycles) Ci = {i → i2 → · · · → ik−1}
and Cj = {j → ik+1 → · · · → in}. We take the chain Ci and observe that, in the

allocation X,

X i = X ′
i, X ik−1

= ωik−1
, and X i′ = Xi′ for any other i′ ∈ Ci.

In the allocation X, the odd-numbered agents in Ci obtain utilities strictly less than

Tu, and the even-number agents obtain utilities equal to Tu, with the exception of

agent ik−1 who obtains vik−1
(ωik−1

) < uik−1
. The same argument as above when Ci

was a cycle continues to apply when Ci is a chain. It finds a sequence of pairwise

blocks by {ik−2, ik−1}, . . . , {i1, i2} after which each odd numbered agent i′ obtains

(Tu)i′ and each even numbered agent i′′ obtains ui′′ . Similarly, we can find a sequence

10Since in is in a cycle, in ∈ A2, which means the agent obtains the utility uin in an exchange
with a partner, say i′, who obtains (Tu)i′ .
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of pairwise blocks by agents in Cj, and the final allocation is in Fu.

4.3.3 A replica economy

The assumption in Proposition 2 regarding all cycles having an even number of agents

may not hold in general such as the shoe economy (Example 2). However, since each

agent i has a unique j such that an {i, j}-allocation obtains ((Tu)i, uj), cycles in

a 2-copy replica economy – two copies of each agent “type” – can have only even

lengths.11

Formally, given a baseline economy E = (O, {(vi, ωi) : i ∈ A}), a 2-copy replica

economy E = (O, {(vi, ωi) : i ∈ A}) is defined by

• A = A′ ∪A′′, where A′ = A′′ = A. We call i′ ∈ A′ and i′′ ∈ A′′ the first and the

second copies of i ∈ A.

• For o ∈ ωi, we have o′ ∈ ωi′ and o′′ ∈ ωi′′ . Moreover, O = O′ ∪ O′′, where

O′ = ∪i′∈A′ωi′ and O′′ = ∪i′′∈A′′ωi′′ .

• vi = vi′ = vi′′ . Two copies of the same object are utility-indistinguishable, and

consuming a duplicate copy adds no utility.

Given a baseline economy E, let u be a fixed point of T 2 with u ≤ Tu. Since

each agent i in the baseline economy has a unique trading partner j such that an

{i, j}-allocation obtains ((Tu)i, uj), the replica economy has a (feasible) allocation

such that, for every agent (type) i, one copy obtains (Tu)i and the other copy obtains

ui.

A straightforward extension of a fixed point u from the baseline economy is a

fixed point u of the replica economy: ui′ = ui′′ = ui for copies i′, i′′ of i. The key

11Chiappori et al. (2014) also considers a 2-copy replica economy to establish a stable outcome
for the roommate problem with transferable utilities.
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observation is that

(Tu)i′ = maxBk=2
i′ (u) =max{ûi′ : ∃j′′ ∈ A′′ with an {i′, j′′}-allocation (Xi′ , Xj′′)

such that vi′(Xi′) = ûi′ and vj′′(Xj′′) ≥ uj′′}

=(Tu)i.

The equalities hold even though agent i′ is restricted to trade only with agents in

A′′. Since each copy of the same agent type has the same endowment, it is without

loss to assume that the first copy of an agent type trades only with the second copy

of any agent type.

Moreover, each cycle C ∈ P in the baseline economy has a straightforward ex-

tension to an even-length cycle C in the replica economy. For example, a cycle

i → j → k → i is extended to i′ → j′′ → k′ → i′′ → j′ → k′′ → i′. The first copies

and the second copies alternate because exchanges are restricted, without loss, to be

between the first copy of a type and the second copy of another type.

5 Conclusion

Our paper explores stable allocations in discrete exchange economies, employing two

approaches inspired by Shapley and Scarf (1974)’s work on obtaining the weak core

in the housing market. Firstly, we utilize Scarf’s balancedness condition for a NTU

game, investigating sufficient conditions on preferences for the exchange economy to

define a balanced NTU and, therefore, have a nonempty weak core. Notably, this ne-

cessitates restrictive assumptions, specifically a categorical economy with additively

separable and dichotomous preferences. Secondly, we extend Gale’s Top Trading

Cycle algorithm as an iteration of a Tarski function (T 2), applicable to any exchange

economy under mild preference assumptions (strict and monotone preferences). We

observe that a fixed point of T (rather than T 2) is related to a stable allocation, but

a fixed point may not exist. Accordingly, we work with a fixed point of T 2 (which

always exists) and explore how it relates to a different notion of stability.
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A Proof of Theorem 1

The weak random core is nonempty as proven in Proposition 1. We take a random

core allocation σ and define target utilities (ti)i∈A as the floor of vi(σ) for i ∈ A.

As explained after Theorem 1, our final step is to round the fractional matrix P

defined by the random allocation σ to obtain a deterministic allocation X such that

vi(Xi) ≥ ti for i ∈ A.

We consider a rounding algorithm that operates over any matrix B with |A| rows
and

∑︁
k

⃓⃓
Ok

⃓⃓
columns, augmented by a column vector t̃. Initially, (B|t̃) = (P |t) and

satisfies:

1. All entries of B are in [0, 1],

2. Each column sums up to 1.

3.
∑︁

k

∑︁
j∈Ok B(i, j) ≥ t̃i, and

4. If bi,j > 0, then vki (j) = 1 for the category k of object that j is.

The algorithm has two major subroutines: preprocessing and rounding.

1. Preprocessing

We apply the following procedures to (B|t̃) in no particular order until there

is no further update. The number of rows may increase, so we refer to i as a

row rather than an agent.

(a) Remove any row i with t̃i = 0 (row i gets no object), and any column j

with
∑︁

i B(i, j) = 0 (no row gets object j).

(b) For column j, if there exists a unique i such that B(i, j) > 0, then increase

B(i, j) to 1, and reduce B(i, j′) = 0 for any j′ in the same category as j.

(c) Replace any entry B(i, j) = 1 with 0 and reduce t̃i by 1 (j is assigned to

the agent associated with row i).
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(d) For row i and category k such that
∑︁

j∈Ok B(i, j) = 1 (a guaranteed utility

of 1 from category k) and t̃i > 1 (additional guaranteed utility), divide

row i into two rows. One row inherits category k ({B(i, j)}j∈Ok), the other

row inherits other categories ({B(i, j)}j /∈Ok), and the remaining entries of

the two rows are zero. Accordingly, expand the target-utility vector t̃ such

that t̃i is divided into two elements 1 and t̃i − 1.

2. Rounding

(B|t̃) satisfies:

(a) All entries of B are in [0, 1),

(b) For each j, 0 <
∑︁

i B(i, j) ≤ 1 and there exist at least two rows i, i′ with

B(i, j) > 0 and B(i′, j) > 0.

(c)
∑︁

k

∑︁
j∈Ok B(i, j) ≥ t̃i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K − 1}.12

Here we consider a graph (V,E) such that V is the set of non-zero elements of

B and E is the set of pairs of vertices that are in the same row or column.

We claim that there exists a cycle. Take any (i, j) with B(i, j) > 0. By prop-

erty 2b, we find i′ ̸= i such thatB(i′, j) > 0. Since the guaranteed utility t̃i′ ≥ 1

(property 2c), there exists j′ ̸= j such that B(i′, j′) > 0. Then, by property 2b,

we subsequently find i′′ ̸= i′ such that B(i′′, j′) > 0. When some agent appears

twice in this construction of a path, a cycle (i1, j1), . . . , (iM , jM) = (i1, j1) is

found. Label the entries in the cycle such that each odd-numbered entry is in

the same column as the next entry and in the same row as the preceding one.

We add ϵ > 0 for each odd-numbered entry, and subtract ϵ from the next entry.

The row and column sums remain the same. Choose the largest ϵ such that

either (i) one entry in the cycle becomes integral, i.e., 0 or 1, or (ii) there exists

a row i and category k such that the constraint
∑︁

j∈Ok B(i, j)vki (j) ≤ 1 has

become newly binding.

12t̃i ̸= 0 because we applied preprocessing 1a; t̃i ̸= k because we applied preprocessing 1d.
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We iterate the preprocessing and rounding subroutines. Preprocessing weakly

decreases the number of fractional elements of B, even if the size of the matrix

may increase. Rounding either (i) decreases the number of fractional elements by

at least one, or (ii) creates a new pair, consisting of a row i and a category k,

such that
∑︁

j∈Ok B(i, j) = 1; and such pair forms a new row of (B|t̃) in the follow-up

preprocessing step 1d. Hence, the algorithm terminates in at most |P |+(|A|×(K−1))

rounds. When it terminates, the matrix B is integral.

Finally, we identify an allocation from the integral matrix B and the assignments

by preprocessing 1c given to agents associated with the rows. The target utility is

achieved because of property 2c of the matrix B and the sum of elements of t̃ associ-

ated with each agent has decreased by one only upon an assignment of an acceptable

good by preprocessing 1c. Each agent consumes at most one acceptable good of

each category k because, when the algorithm runs, at most one row i associated

with the agent has
∑︁

j∈Ok B(i, j) > 0, until a possible assignment of an object j in

category k by preprocessing 1c, after which every row i associated with the agent

has
∑︁

j∈Ok B(i, j) = 0.

We have established an allocation in which all agents attain their target utilities.

This completes the proof, as discussed following Theorem 1.

B Gains from trade

Apart from categorical economies with dichotomous preferences, other conditions

can also ensure a balanced NTU game.

An economy satisfies gains from trade if trades within a larger coalition can

achieve at least the utilities that smaller constituent coalitions can achieve. Formally,

for any two coalitions S and S ′, any S-allocation {Xi : i ∈ S} and any S ′-allocation

{X ′
i : i ∈ S ′}, there exists an S ∪ S ′-allocation {Yi : i ∈ S ∪ S ′} with vh(Yh) ≥

min{vh(Xh), vh(X
′
h)} for all h ∈ S ∪ S ′; where we define X ′

h = Xh when h ∈ S ′ \ S
or h ∈ S ′ \ S.

The assumption of gains from trade is violated in our Example 2. Consider the

coalitions S = {1, 2} and S ′ = {2, 3}, with the S-allocation (X1, X2) = ((ℓ1, r2), (ℓ2, r1)),
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and the S ′-allocation (X ′
2, X

′
3) = ((ℓ2, r3), (ℓ3, r2)). It is clear that any allocation in

S ∪S ′ that gives 1 at least the utility from X1 must give 1 the bundle X1. This rules

out that 3 gets r2, so 3 would have to receive (ℓ1, r3) in order to be as well off as in

X ′
3. This is, however incompatible with 1 getting ℓ1.

While the “gains from trade” condition is restrictive, it can hold when agents’

endowments are specialized for each kind of product (production specialization or

having exclusive access to suppliers of each kind). A larger coalition ensures that

each member obtains a more diversified consumption, which can be desired.

Theorem 2. If an economy has gains from trade, and all agents’ utility functions

are injective, then the weak core is nonempty.

We present two proofs. The first proof proceeds by showing that Scarf’s sufficient

condition is satisfied. The second proof shows that an economy as given in the

theorem is associated to an ordinally convex NTU game. These are known to have

nonempty weak core (Peleg and Sudhölter (2007, Theorem 12.3.3)).

Proof. We present two proofs. The first proof shows that, if an economy has gains

from trade, the induced NTU game (A, V ) is balanced and therefore, has a nonempty

weak core.

Suppose that S is a balanced collection of coalitions and u ∈ ∩S∈SV (S). Take

any S, S ′ ∈ S. We know there exists S-allocation X and S ′-allocation X ′ such that

ui ≤ vi(Xi) for i ∈ S and ui ≤ vi(X
′
i) for i ∈ S ′. By gains from trade, there exists

S∪S ′-allocation Y such that vh(Yh) ≥ min{vh(Xh), vh(X
′
h)} ≥ ui for h ∈ S∪S ′. We

can now apply gains from trade to coalitions T = S ∪S ′ and T ′ ∈ S to get a T ∪ T ′-

allocation in which every agent i ∈ T ∪ T ′ gets at least ui. Eventually, we’ll get an

allocation in which each agent i ∈ A gets at least ui and so we get that u ∈ V (A),

and so the game (A, V ) is balanced.

Next, we present the second proof, based on the theory of ordinally convex games:

The defined game is ordinally convex if for all S, S ′ ⊆ A,

V (S) ∩ V (S ′) ⊆ V (S ∩ S ′) ∪ V (S ∪ S ′). (3)
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An ordinaly convex game has nonempty weak core (Peleg and Sudhölter (2007, The-

orem 12.3.3)).

We proceed to show that the game (A, V ) is ordinally convex. Consider S, S ′ ⊆ A.

If S ⊆ S ′, then (3) holds trivially because V (S) = V (S ∩S ′) and V (S ′) = V (S ∪S ′).

A similar conclusion holds if S ′ ⊆ S. Thus, we suppose that S ∩ S ′ is a strict super

set of S and S ′.

Take u ∈ V (S) ∩ V (S ′). There are S-allocation {Yi : i ∈ S} and S ′- allocation

{Y ′
i : i ∈ S ′} such that ui ≤ vi(Yi) for i ∈ S and uj ≤ vj(Y

′
j ) for j ∈ S ′. If S and

S ′ are disjoint, then {Yi : i ∈ S} ∪ {Y ′
j : j ∈ S ′} is an S ∪ S ′-allocation. Then,

u ∈ V (S ∪ S ′). Consider the other case of S ∩ S ′ ̸= ∅. If Yi = Y ′
i for i ∈ S ∩ S ′,

then by no indifferences, no object in {Yi : i ∈ S ∩ S ′} (= {Y ′
i : i ∈ S ∩ S ′}) is from

the endowments of S\S ′ or S ′\S. Thus, {Yi : i ∈ S ∩ S ′} is an S ∩ S ′-allocation. It

follows that u ∈ V (S∩S ′). On the other hand, if for some j ∈ S∩S ′, vj(Yj) < vj(Y
′
j )

(we omit the other case of vj(Yj) > vj(Y
′
j )), then gains from trade implies that there

exists an S ∪ S ′- allocation {Zi : i ∈ S ∪ S ′} with vi(Zi) ≥ min{vi(Yi), vi(Y
′
i )} for all

i ∈ S ∪ S ′. Hence, ui ≤ vi(Zi) for all i ∈ S ∪ S ′, which implies u ∈ V (S ∪ S ′).

The second proof is not applicable to a categorical economy with additively sep-

arable and dichotomous preferences because it does not define an ordinally convex

game. For example, consider an economy with three agents {1, 2, 3} such that agents

1 and 2 consider each other’s endowment acceptable, and agents 2 and 3 consider

each other’s endowment acceptable. For any coalition {i, j} with (i = 1, j = 2) or

(i = 2, j = 3), (1, 1, 1) ∈ V ({i, j}) because there exists a {i, j}-allocation {Xi =

ωj, Xj = ωi} such that 1 ≤ ui(Xi) and 1 ≤ uj(Xj). However, (1, 1, 1) ̸= V ({1, 2, 3})
because agents 1 and 3 consider only agent 2’s endowment acceptable. The convexity

condition (3) does not hold.

C Proofs regarding the T algorithm

C.1 Proof of Lemma 2

We prove the lemma by induction.
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• (r = 1) The utility Tu identifies an A1-allocation. Formally, {v−1
i ((Tu)i) :

i ∈ A1} is an A1-allocation such that each i ∈ A1 gets her most preferred

house. Consequently, for i ∈ A1, (Tu)i = (T 2u)i, and (1) implies that (Tu)i =

(T 2u)i = (T 3u)i = . . . .

• (r = 2) Given Tu, no agent in A1 is willing to trade with an agent not in

A1. Hence, for any agent i /∈ A1, (T 2u)i is a house that is not allocated

in the first round of TTC. Thus, T 3u identifies an A2-allocation such that

an agent in A2 gets her most preferred remaining house after the first round

of TTC. Consequently, for i ∈ A2, (T 3u)i = (T 4u)i, and (1) implies that

(T 3u)i = (T 4u)i = (T 5u)i = . . . .

• (r > 2) A proof is similar to the previous step, so we omit.

C.2 Proof of Lemma 3

Part 1: If u ≤ u′ then Bk
i (u

′) ⊆ Bk
i (u), which implies that Tu′ ≤ Tu. In turn this

means that T 2 is monotone increasing. Let u = (vi(ωi))i∈A and note that u ≤ Tu

for all u. In particular, u ≤ T 2u, which implies that the sequence T 2mu is monotone

increasing. Since U is finite, there is m so that u := T 2mu = T 2(m+1)u. Such u is

a fixed point of T 2. The preallocation defined by u is individually rational because

u = T 2u ≥ u.

Note u ≤ Tu, and T 2 is monotone increasing. Thus, T 2mu ≤ T 2m+1u, and we

have u ≤ Tu for the above fixed point u.

Part 2: When u = Tu, the set A1 = {i : ui = (Tu)i} is equal to A. Then,

Lemma 4, which we prove next, implies that the preallocation defined by u is an

allocation.

The allocation defined by u is individually rational because any point in the image

of T is individually rational. Similarly, if there is a coalition S of size at most k and

an S-allocation X such that vi(Xi) > ui for i ∈ S, then this would violate ui = (Tu)i

for i ∈ S.
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C.3 Proof of Lemma 4

Take any i ∈ A1. Since (T 2u)i = ui = (Tu)i, we can find a coalition S such that

i ∈ S, |S| ≤ k, and has a S-allocation {Yj : j ∈ S} such that vi(Yi) = ui and

vj(Yj) ≥ (Tu)j for j ∈ S\{i}. Observe that this S-allocation {Yj : j ∈ S} ensures

(Tu)j for all j ∈ S, so uj = (T (Tu))j ≥ vj(Yj) ≥ (Tu)j. Together with u ≤ Tu, we

obtain uj = (Tu)j = vj(Yj) for j ∈ S. Therefore, S ⊆ A1.

Now, consider another agent i′ ∈ A1\{i}. A similar argument allows us to find

a coalition S ′ with i′ ∈ S ′, |S| ≤ k, and a S ′-allocation {Y ′
j : j ∈ S ′} such that

uj = (Tu)j = vj(Y
′
j ) for all j ∈ S ′. Thus, S ′ is also a subset of A1.

Because the utility functions are injective, we have Yj = Y ′
j = v−1

j (uj) for j ∈
S ∩ S ′. Then, since Yj = Y ′

j is available in both coalitions S and S ′, we have

Yj = Y ′
j ⊆ ∪h∈S∩S′ωh. Thus, {Yj : j ∈ S ∩ S ′} is a S ∩ S ′-allocation.

Finally, due to the strict monotonicity, which follows from the monotonicity and

injectivity, we can conclude that every object within the coalition S∩S ′ is used in the

maximization vj(Yj) = (Tu)j = maxBk
j (u). Therefore, the S-allocation {Yj : j ∈ S}

can be partitioned into a S ∩ S ′-allocation and a S\S ′-allocation. Similarly, we also

can partition the S ′-allocation. Ultimately, we obtain a partition P of A1 such that

for each S ∈ P , {v−1
i (ui) : i ∈ S} is a S-allocation. Hence, {v−1

i (ui) : i ∈ A1} is an

allocation for the coalition A1.

C.4 Proof of Lemma 5

Since i ∈ A2, ui = (T 2u)i < (Tu)i. Since k = 2, there exists j and an {i, j}-
allocation (Xi, Xj) such that vi(Xi) = (Tu)i > ui and vj(Xj) ≥ uj. Clearly, j ̸= i

because (Tu)i > ui ≥ vi(ωi) (some object in Xi must be from ωj), where the last

inequality holds because u is in the image of T .

In fact, j ∈ A2. Lemma 4 showed that, in the preallocation defined by a fixed

point u of T 2, agents in A1 trade among themselves. Since vj is injective, there is

only one bundle that ensures j achieves utility uj, and consequently, Xj ∩ ωi = ∅.
Then, by monotonicity, Xj = wj, which contradicts vi(Xi) > ui ≥ vi(ωi).

The uniqueness of the agent j holds because vi is injective. If agent i achieves
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utility (Tu)i by consuming some objects owned by j, then no other pairwise trade

offer i the same utility (Tu)i. Similarly, for agent j, the uniqueness of i holds, because

vj is injective. Agent j achieves utility uj only if she consumes an object owned by

agent i.
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